VisNote: a tool for interactive visual exploration and text annotation of government gazettes
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Abstract—In this paper, we present VisNote, a visualization-based tool developed for exploring and annotating textual data from Government Gazettes. VisNote integrates interactive text visualization techniques with machine learning approaches and presents an intuitive interface to enable user’s navigation. We describe VisNote’s applications related to the annotation and exploratory analysis of text collections from the Diário Oficial do Distrito Federal (DODF) Gazettes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Official publications from government gazettes are important sources of information related to specific acts that takes place in government agencies, such as admissions, resignations, personnel replacement, among others. These text documents are acquired in a unstructured form and displays text blocks related to detailed descriptions of such acts. Text analysis tasks in collections of government gazettes are unfeasible when conducted by humans due to the large number of gazettes, as well as the complexity and the language of the publications. This scenario is appropriate to employ interactive visual exploration for discovering meaningful knowledge on government gazettes. For that purpose, we are developing VisNote, a tool specialized in conveying the relevant patterns of official gazettes by means of point placement visualizations. The visual exploration process incorporated in VisNote can also benefit tasks that comprise text classification, clustering, entity named recognition and linking, among others.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

VisNote has been conceived to visualize text collections related to official publications from Government Gazettes. The goal of VisNote is to support specialists and users when interpreting the information on these documents in decision making process, such audit, fraud detection, entity linking etc. As some of these tasks require the use of labeled text collections, VisNote includes two functionalities: visual text exploration and text annotation.

In this work, we considered a collection of the Diário Oficial do Distrito Federal [1] for demonstration purposes. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is employed to generate structured representations from the raw texts, so that it can be used as input to the point placement visualizations based on multidimensional projections.

Up to now, VisNote incorporates visualizations based on Principal Component Analysis and t-Stochastic Distributed Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), which performs dimensionality reduction on the TF-IDF representation to a two-dimensional space, allowing the generation of 2D-layouts. Users can interact within the graphical representation by interactive tools, such as filtering, zooming and providing details on demand.

Currently, VisNote supports tasks related to the visual exploration and annotation of textual data sets. In the visual exploration, after selecting the text collection and generating a point placement based-visualization, the user can browse through the available text collections, zoom in on a specific set of points and obtain more details on the attribute values of a selected point. In the text annotation process, the user can make use of the relative position of points in the graphical representation, since clusters of points share similar patterns. The interaction tools can be used to select and label single or multiple points at once. Moreover, the labels can be created on demand and the user can download the labeled text collection afterwards.

III. CONCLUSION

VisNote is a simple and intuitive tool for the visual exploration of government gazettes, as well as for creating labeled text collections. VisNote also incorporates some concepts of interactive text visualization, in which users participate more actively in knowledge discovery processes.

Future work comprises the implementation of active learning to suggest labels automatically, the integration with text segmentation methods, and the inclusion of new information visualization techniques.
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